PREFACE
During the Soviet period Central Asia's relationship with India was quite friendly, but after 1991 December there was some apprehension about the future of this relationship. However, the need of building up their own identity and asserting their independence in all the spheres, makes sure that the friendly relationship will continue. The present work is an effort to produce an account of the relationship of Central Asia specially with India, especially in the post-Soviet period.

For Centuries Central Asia and India had historical association. In ancient times Central Asia was the region through which pilgrims and traders passed on their way from China to India and vice versa. There were political, commercial and cultural ties which continued to the middle, modern mages as well as to day. On the eve of the Russian conquest of Central Asia a flourishing trade existed between India and this region. During Tsarist colonial period, Bukhara was used as a link of commerce and trade with India. In the later half of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th Century, most of the trade and commercial links were concentrated in the Emirate of Bukhara, Kiva the Ferghana Valley, Samarkand and the Syr-Darya region of Turkestan. Relationship with Kashmir was quite strong.

The Anglo-Russian rivalry, which was constantly alive, put many restraints on the conduct of normal political,
commercial and cultural intercourse between Central Asia and British India. Establishment of Soviet powers in Central Asia and its dynamic impact on relations with Indian revolutionaries was first echoed in Soviet appeals to the people of the East calling upon them to rise against imperialist rule. It was the time when Britishers were taking harsh measures to suppress Indian Nationalist Movement.

After India’s independence, and Jawaharlal Nehru’s Lalbhadhur Shashtri, Indira Gandhi’s socialist outlook, non-aligned movements policy, for over four decades, the Soviet Union committed for strong relations, and was the principal supplier of sophisticated arms and military equipments at discounted price and also extended immense financial support as well as encouraged contacts and cooperation between India and the five Central Asian Republics.

The transformation of the Soviet Union into a lose association of Independent states following the emergence of commonwealth of independent states in place of the Soviet Union created a new situation. India has an uphill task in developing trade, economic and technical cooperation with the New Independent Central Asian states under this changed circumstance.
Central Asian states are trying to diversify their economies and seeking new partners in regional and economic cooperation with its huge resources of gas, oil, coal, ferrous and non-ferrous metals, rare minerals and metals, hydroelectric power Kazak's nuclear power capabilities and irrigation network besides being the main producers of cotton, wool, silk etc., a new realisation about their immense economic potential has dawned on Central Asian states. This has created high expectation among the people who are eager to reap the economic fruits of their independence from the former USSR.

Considering all these situations and changes I was fascinated towards the area of specially the Central Asian-Indian relationship. The inability of the CIS so far, to create a common economic space has expedited the process of regional realignment involving the Central Asian states. By joining the Economic Cooperation Organisation (ECO) along with the Turkey, Iran and Pakistan, the Central Asian States reveal a desire to keep their options open outside the framework of CIS. In such a situation India's, long experience of economic and political cooperation with Central Asia will help the latter, in not giving up, secularism and democracy under the influence of Islamic states.
The present work aims to study the various aspects of Central Asia's relationship with India, which is achieved by historico-analytical method.

Chapter II deals with the overview of such relationship, mentioned above. It considers the relationship since the ancient, medieval, and modern periods in cultural, economical, commercial and political fields. Trade and economic relationship were going smoothly till the British India's rivalry with Tsarist Russia and then with Soviet Union. Both Central Asia and India began to feel the impact of the growing colonial rivalry between Tsarist Russia and British India. However, relationship of the natives struggling for their independence, played a key role in the strengthening of social ties between the people of the two regions.

Chapter III deals with Central Asia's relation with India during Soviet period. During the period when India was under British rule, the Soviets helped in anti-British activities through Indian revolutionary M.N. Roy, in India. After the independence the relationship was friendly. The Soviet desire was to have a useful ally against western imperialism and also looked upon India's geographical location as a counter weight against communist China. Account of the accords and analysis is carried out in this chapter.
Chapter IV deals with Geopolitics and relationship of Central Asia with its CIS neighbours. The disintegration of the Soviet Union at the end of 1991 have brought many changes to Central Asia. Russia remains crucial to all the former Soviet republics with its economic leverage, political influence military, and nuclear power spread throughout the region. However, Russian dominance is being steadily diluted by agreements with new economic partners from neighbouring states such as Iran, Turkey, Pakistan, China and India, though due to their rivalries, there has been slow cautious progress towards regional cooperation. As members of the CIS, Russia and Central Asia (except Turkmenistan) have been consistently cooperating with each other in various fields. In this chapter an account of a simplified version of Russian policy towards an extraordinarily important strategic areas, like Central Asia is made.

Chapter V deals with Central Asia's relationship with its Asian neighbours. Two major concern seems to dominate Central Asians endeavours at nation-building, Firstly to stabilise the foundation of a productive, efficient and demand fulfilling economy; Secondly: to build a secular democratic state structure in their multi-ethnic card and its society. Pakistan's geopolitical ambitions merged with Islamic ideology and commercial acumen to produce a forceful policy. Overall the basic interest of Central Asian states
is an early settlement of Afghanistan crisis. Iran and Turkey are also playing a major role in developing bilateral relationship with Central Asian States.

Chapter VI deals with the economic relations between central Asia and India Since 1991. It provides an account of trade and commerce between the two regions. Trade, with new ventures in the areas of science and technologies, telecommunications and electronics, food products, and textiles are in progress. Special ties are existent with Kazakhastan in the field of space program.

Chapter VII exclusively deals with Central Asia's cooperation with India in political, cultural and scientific spheres Since 1991. Many official visits have been made and several agreements have been concluded. There is genuine interest on both sides for exploring possibilities for economic cooperation, involving scientific and financial institutions, hotel, industries, educational and cultural exchange, television and media technologies. Beyond this, Central Asia is seeking help from India also, in establishing their identify in the world, as India has a strong voice in the United Nations and international forums.

I have tried to incorporate all the new dimensions in Central Asia-India relationship in the post-Soviet period. It is an attempt to present a compressive scenario of
relationship of Central Asian states with their CIS neighbours and Asian Countries and locate the Indo-Central Asian relationship within that context.
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